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LAFUMA MOBILIER, iconic brand for outdoor furniture in metal and fabric, is partnering with Sunbrella, reference in upholstery made in France, 
to offer an indoor/outdoor range combining comfort and French elegance.

The ALLURE collection is made up of matte black frames and a 3-layer TUNDRA upholstered seat. The texture of this fabric, soft to the touch, 
resembles the refined fabrics used in the world of fashion and apparel collections.  
Thanks to its strong resistance to both extremes of weather and daily use, Sunbrella® fabric does not suffer fading when exposed to UV rays. 
Sober and elegant, the chairs can be used indoors as well as outdoors and are available in three colourways: Cobalt blue, Ebène black and 
Granite grey.



ANCÔNE DINING RANGE

A dining range manufactured in France, based on pure lines and technicity, offering furniture which is as beautiful to look at as it is easy to live with! 

ANCÔNE ALLURE fixed table or with extension - Frame: Trilobed aluminium tubing - Tabletop: Compact laminate HPL.

A table with a strong minimalist design, with nice proportions as well as extreme care taken over details and finishes. Its ultra graphic look does 
not stop it from being generous as the extending version can accommodate 10 people. The simple, clever leg mounts do not even require tools. 
Conversely, packing it up for winter is easy with the quick tabletop release. Last but not least, all of the parts can be disassembled to help with 
recycling at the end of the product’s life. Proof that quality, good looks and eco-conscious design can all work together.

ANCÔNE ALLURE armchair - Frame: HLE (High limit elasticity) galvanised steel  - Cushions: Tundra Sunbrella® fabric.

An armchair with curved armrests designed by BIG-GAME design studio. With its bright, graphic lines, this padded chair mixes style and 
functionality with panache! Comfortable and stackable, the ANCÔNE armchairs have a backrest cross-piece to help with picking them up. In a 
touch of practicality, the armrest shape also allows them to be hung from the table for easy floor cleaning.
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LFM2948-9541 Ciment LFM5038-9541 Ciment

LFM5035-9538 Cobalt LFM5035-3713 Ebène LFM5035-9540 Granite
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LOUNGE RANGE

SPHINX ALLURE lounge chair - Frame: HLE (High limit elasticity) steel  - Cushions: Tundra Sunbrella® fabric.

Inspired by the famous Argentinian butterfly chair, its dimensions remind us that with LAFUMA MOBILIER comfort is always connected to style!  
The SPHINX is at home anywhere, you can take it from room to room inside or outdoors, as you wish… A designer chair made in France turned 
essential item.

COCOON ALLURE table - Frame: HLE (High limit elasticity) steel  -  Tabletop: Compact laminate HPL.

This beautifully proportioned low table with black tubular legs has a rounded triangular tabletop. In addition to the quality of the tabletop made 
from compact laminate HPL, resistant to heat and to UV rays, its cement design brings a light texture as well as a designer finish to lounge spaces.

LFM2859-9538 Cobalt LFM2859-3713 Ebène LFM2859-9540 Granite

LFM2717-9541 Ciment
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RELAXATION RANGE

BAYANNE ALLURE recliner - Frame: HLE (High limit elasticity) steel  - Cushions: Tundra Sunbrella® fabric.

Design and ergonomics dedicated to relaxation.
This multi-position chair offers the best in both indoor and outdoor relaxation. Its pared down lines are particularly suited to larger frames with 
a lack of cross-pieces at the head and feet. The fixed armrests make the chair easier to use and to adjust to the desired position, in particular 
the Zero Gravity position. Foldable and sturdy, its ergonomic backrest offers improved comfort and very good back support with integrated clip 
attachments. 

LFM5032-9538 Cobalt LFM5032-3713 Ebène LFM5032-9540 Granite
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About Sunbrella®

A true leader for over 50 years, Sunbrella® integrates performance and design to create refined textiles designed for use both indoors and outdoors. 
For several years, the brand has been emphasising free circulation between spaces and therefore plays with combinations of fabrics and effects 
of other materials.
The collections appear and are redesigned in captivating colours, enhanced with daring graphic motifs. They are all designed by the company’s 
design studio and manufactured in the French Dickson Constant factory near Lille.





lafuma-mobilier.com


